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We describe a novel Internet-based method for building consensus and clarifying conicts involving complex issues that large stakeholder groups must face. Then we use
this method to survey and map the scientic and organizational perspectives of the
articial life community during the Seventh International Conference on Articial Life
(Articial Life VII), held in Portland, Oregon, during August 2000. Coinciding with the
advent of the new millennium, the theme of Articial Life VII was “looking backward,
looking forward,” and the collective intelligence methods used here were designed to
promote that theme. The survey asked two kinds of questions. One sought openended responses about the scientic orientation of articial life: its main successes and
failures, and its most important open scientic questions and most pressing challenges.
The other questions elicited responses to a predened list of possible functions and
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pitfalls of creating an international professional society for articial life. At the conclusion of the conference, preliminary results of the survey were presented and followed
by a panel discussion, a town hall meeting of all the conference delegates, and the
subsequent publication of a list of fourteen important open problems in articial life
[2]. This report presents a more thorough and quantitative analysis of the results of that
survey.
There are two motivations behind this report. One is to present the results of our
survey, in order to convey the articial life community’s collective perspective on itself.
The other motivation concerns the general method we used. We want to document
and analyze this particular instance of Internet-based collective intelligence in order to
facilitate the process by which groups can use information networks to create collective
knowledge. We think that the power of this method is one more example of the
decentralized, emergent processes illuminated by articial life itself.
1.1 Background to the Method
The collective intelligence methods used here arise from several different traditions
concerning the facilitation of citizen participation, the study of social groups, the use
and development of survey methods, and investigation of the new possibilities provided
by the Internet.
Citizen participation has a long tradition in public service and in large private organizations. It consists of a variety of methods for involving stakeholders in decisions
that affect them. Town meetings, focus groups, and public hearings are some of the
better-known methods for facilitating citizen participation. A comprehensive discussion
of many classical approaches to this issue is available on the Web [3]. These traditional
methods of achieving citizen participation present obvious problems for communities
that are geographically distributed or that need to act quickly. The Internet shows
promise for enabling both of these challenges to be addressed. Examples of some of
the possibilities can be found in a discussion of a new Internet-based company-wide
method for employee involvement [7].
Surveys have a long tradition as a simple quantitative method for gathering information about the lay of the land in large stakeholder groups. Traditional surveys are
often formulated as specic questions with predened possible answers (i.e., multiple
choice questions). It is no surprise, then, that such survey results are very sensitive
to the formulation of the questions, the available possible answers, and the context in
which they appear [8]. Contacting large and widely separated survey populations and
coding their responses can be difcult and tedious, so it is no surprise that there is
growing interest in administering surveys over the Internet [20].
There are a variety of techniques for visualizing and analyzing information about
the beliefs or opinions of a social group, organization, or community. One method is
semantic networks or ontologies: ordered conceptual networks that express the shared
knowledge within a group. Semantic networks represent the knowledge that enables
groups to categorize, share, weigh, locate, transmit, and interpret information. Much
of the knowledge in these networks is tacit, as no individual in the group is aware of
its shared global structure. This tacit knowledge enables groups to solve much more
complex problems than individuals could solve on their own. The study of semantic
networks dates back to the rst dialectic analysis in ancient Greece, and such networks
form the core of most expert systems and traditional articial intelligence applications
[4, 18]. Newer applications of semantic networks include more user-friendly and effective library search systems [6]. Sociologists have studied the social implications of
these and related social networks for many years (see, for example, the journal Social Networks and [9]). And new ways to use the Internet to examine the structure of
communities are being continuously developed (see, e.g., [5, 17]).
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1.2 Collective Intelligence via the Internet
The Internet is changing the way all kinds of social groups deal with the critical issues
that they face. The Internet enables us to better understand the operative characteristics of communication in such groups as they reach decisions, and it enables us to
develop new kinds of decision-support systems [19, 11]. The present survey is one
example of this new development; it would have been much more difcult to conduct
without the Internet. Distributed methods have great potential to increase the ability of
organizations to achieve their goals, utilize their resources, and prepare for the future,
and they easily complement our existing centralized approaches to problem solving.
In the long run they may well provide new means by which society can increase its
vitality and improve its quality of life.
Human society has evolved from small, separated hunting tribes to a huge, globally
integrated society. This society contains a vast number of social groups, including
companies, community organizations, and families (among many others). These groups
have functional properties lacked by the individuals in them, and the groups are able
to meet challenges that are difcult or impossible for individuals to tackle. Social
groups can be found throughout the animal kingdom. The simplest explanation for
why animals (ants, wolves, etc.) form groups is that this enhances the lives of the
individuals. Even though we may not recognize how groups improve our lives, we still
belong to them.
An increasing part of our social and intellectual dynamics is playing itself out on the
Internet. The Internet is a medium of human information exchange with enormous
depth and breadth. Its depth consists in capturing the full complexity of human use
and creation of information and knowledge, and its breadth consists in its integration of
machines, information, and people. When the full diversity of the society’s intellectual
dynamics is combined with the Internet’s ability to quickly and accurately link information, large groups can quickly and efciently pool their resources and coherently
analyze issue complexes that were very difcult to cope with in other ways.
Traditional science and engineering approach the problem of predicting, controlling,
and optimizing the behavior of a system through a premeditated linear method that
typically consists of the following stages:
1. Understand how the system’s behavior depends on the interconnected functioning
of its components and their connections with the environment.
2. Represent the system’s behavior in an approximate model (perhaps a simulation).
3. Predict the system’s behavior from the model’s behavior.
4. Use the model to gure out how to control those aspects of the system that bring
about predened desired goals.
5. Repeat the process, ne-tuning the model to correct for failures and improve
model delity.
As long as we can understand how a system works, renement of this method allows
us to modify the system to meet our needs. It is desirable to follow this approach
whenever possible because it enables us to modify systems quickly so as to achieve
optimal system behavior.
But some systems, such as the global economy, are too complex for this traditional
method. Their complexity makes their full dynamics impossible to understand, perhaps
because they lack central control. In this case, the linear approach to optimization of
a system is derailed at the start.
One source of inspiration for solving this problem is to take a page from nature and
ask how complex distributed biological systems, such as immune systems or evolving
Articial Life Volume 9, Number 2
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populations, achieve self-regulation and continual adaptation using a completely different method, one that involves no premeditation or central control. This distributed
control in such systems combines emergent system dynamics with the existence at all
times of a broad diversity of potential solutions. The system’s overall dynamics yield
the selection of candidate solutions. If no adequate solution is found within the current
diversity of current candidates, the system fails and “dies.” If a solution emerges, then
the system dynamics will further optimize it, not by sacricing the diversity of solutions
but by changing the relative dominance of their subspecies.
Herein lies the thrust of our approach to social decision-making and control. Patterns
emerge from the collective interactions of stakeholders, and these patterns can be
captured easily via the Web. By making these patterns explicit and visible for the
whole group, everybody gains a better understanding of the global lay of the land, and
better collective decisions can be made. Since these decisions might not consciously
be taken by any of the stakeholders, this method provides a foothold in the domain of
unconscious decision making.
This kind of distributed emergent approach to group problem solving will never
completely supplant the linear approach, because the linear approach can quickly and
efciently nd optimal solutions for simpler groups. But for those complex systems that
defy timely understanding, only the distributed approach can effectively search through
the solution space. Distributed emergent problem solving has existed for as long as life
has. By utilizing the Web, we now have the capability to understand and augment this
capability in a clear and precise manner. Once the limits of the linear approach and
the capability of distributed emergent solutions are known and appreciated, collective
intelligence-based decision support systems should come to have a respected place in
societal and scientic problem solving.
1.3 Collective Intelligence at Arti cial Life VII
Articial life as a eld of study is quite young and essentially interdisciplinary. Although
isolated specialists in different disciplines had (in retrospect) worked on articial life for
many decades, perhaps the rst attempt to collect this disparate work and encourage
its cross-pollination was the conference on “Evolution, Games, and Learning: Models
for Adaptation in Machines and Nature” organized by Doyne Farmer, Alan Lapedes,
Norman Packard, and Burton Wendroff in 1985 at Los Alamos. At that conference
Christopher Langton coined the phrase “articial life” [17] to describe the investigation of
life-as-it-could-be, and two years later he organized the rst conference called “Articial
Life.” Articial life embraces the possibility of discovering lifelike behavior in unfamiliar
settings and creating new and unfamiliar forms of life, and its major aim is to understand
life in all its manifestations. It goes without saying that this sweeping scope requires
interdisciplinary cooperation and collaboration. The proceedings of Articial Life VII,
held in Portland, Oregon, during August 2000, includes papers by authors from biology,
physics, chemistry, computer science, mathematics, psychology, economics, robotics,
information science, physiology, and philosophy [1].
The interdisciplinary spread of articial life research creates special challenges for
the articial life community. It is hard to keep abreast of relevant new work when it
uses different specialized vocabularies and methodologies and is published in disparate
venues, and it is hard to establish and follow high standards of scientic rigor that
different disciplines with unique histories and intellectual conventions will each nd
acceptable. The coincidence of the Articial Life VII conference with the birth of a new
millennium provided the conference organizers with a natural opportunity to address
these challenges. The organizers (Mark Bedau, John McCaskill, Norman Packard, and
Steen Rasmussen) believed that articial life would remain a vital research activity only
if the community periodically looked backward and reassessed its work, so that a
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foundation of recognized solid achievements could continually grow. The organizers
also thought that the community must periodically look forward and identify its most
important open questions, in order to promote new fruitful research avenues and track
progress over time. Looking backward and forward in this way, they thought, would
enable the community to renew and redene its interdisciplinary center of gravity and
to reshape the direction of future research. Hence, the theme of Articial Life VII was
“looking backward, looking forward.”
Authors at Articial Life VII were invited to relate their work explicitly to the past
and future of articial life. In addition, the conference organizers arranged to produce a
coherent and precisely documented list of grand challenges in articial life. This process
started with a round-table discussion at the close of the conference, at which ten senior
scientists each described one grand challenge. The elaboration of grand challenges
continued in a town hall discussion in which a great number of the conference delegates
participated. Subsequently, the round-table participants restructured and reorganized
all of the suggestions and published a list of fourteen central open problems in articial
life [2].
The conference organizers also tried to use the Internet to promote the “looking
backward, looking forward” theme. One method was to create and seed a series
of threaded discussions on issues that encouraged participants to reect broadly on
articial life’s methods and accomplishments. These discussions were announced to
everyone who expressed interest in Articial Life VII, and they were linked from the
conference website, but they did not spark much activity. The other method was to
create a web-based survey about the science and politics of articial life. The survey
was also announced to those interested in Articial Life VII and linked from its website.
In addition, a special pitch for the survey was made at the beginning of the conference,
when it was explained that the preliminary results of the survey would be presented at
the close of the conference.
The round-table discussion, town hall meeting, and web-based threaded discussions
and survey—all of these were interrelated means designed to probe the collective
intelligence of the articial life community about its own successes, failures, and future.
This paper takes a detailed look at the results of the last of those methods: the webbased open-response survey.
2

Web-Based Con ict Clari cation, Consent, and Consensus Building

In this section we describe a web-based process that can build consensus and clarify
conicts efciently and inexpensively. By harvesting and organizing group perspectives
and by feeding this information back into the group, this method harnesses the collective intelligence of the stakeholders by identifying the most important issues, showing
how they are related, and showing their connection to the different stakeholder subpopulations. The method facilitates consensus building in a large stakeholder group by
clarifying agreements and conicts, and it also easily documents collective decisions.
2.1 The Basic Idea: Open-Response Survey
The method for clarifying conict and building consensus surrounding a complex nest
of issues facing a group can be broken down into the following series of steps, illustrated
in Figure 1:
1. A small, diverse, and representative subset of the group designs an initial
information repository, containing key questions about the problem complex on
the Web. All stakeholders in the group individually review the information about
the issue complex, either through the associated Web environment or through
Articial Life Volume 9, Number 2
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Figure 1. Schematics of the web-based consensus-building and con ict-clarication process used in connection with
the Arti cial Life VII Conference.

town hall meetings, media, conversations, and so on. Where possible, stakeholders
add information about the problem context to the Web storehouse for review by
others.
2. All stakeholders in the group rank and organize issues relevant to the problem and
express their opinions about the issues through an online, open-response survey
that allows freely typed input to questions. Individuals can describe new issues as
well as rank those already indicated.
3. The feedback from step 2 is synthesized and analyzed to identify areas of conict
and consensus via graphical frequencies, correlations, mind maps, and other
relevant plots.
4. The results of the analyses are made available to group stakeholders through the
Web.
5. Plans for new directions can be developed based on the documentation of the
whole consensus process.
Steps 2–4 can be repeated as the group reacts to areas of conict and agreement, and
as individuals modify their positions. (We did not do this in the present study.) Once a
group has claried its conicts and identied its areas of consensus, it can take action
on these matters. It is our contention that this sort of self-organizing collective intelligence process enables a group to make better-informed decisions about the important
problem complexes that it faces.
A special aspect of the collective-intelligence process described above is the openended responses allowed in step 2. The open-response survey does three important
things: It organizes stakeholder input along a set of broadly dened questions about the
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nest of issues; it allows open-ended input; and it limits each response of each individual
to a few sentences. Once the open-response data has been gathered, it is brought into a
quantiable form by coding each response into one of a nite number of response categories (here, done manually). Familiar statistical and other methods can be employed
to extract information from the the open-response data once it has been categorized.
The key feature of the open-response survey is the ability to take input that is
completely open in content and restricted only in length. The open-response survey
can be thought of as a “shing net” that efciently and inexpensively catches all the
worries, excitement, visions, complaints, and the like in the group and makes them
available for both qualitative and quantitative analysis. This mitigates the familiar bias
in traditional surveys caused by forcing all responses to be chosen from predened
answers to predened quesitons.
2.2 Implementation
The webpages used for the open-response survey at Articial Life VII utilized Active
Server Pages technology to dynamically build HTML pages and interact with a database
using JavaScript and VBScript. The open-response questions solicited feedback in the
form of 255-character answers, and space is provided for several responses (usually
three to ve) for each question. Designing the questions to cover the problem complex
logically and coherently helps impart a logical and coherent structure to the feedback.
Sample answers may be provided in order to demonstrate the desired syntax or level
of detail, or to stimulate thought along more than one avenue. (This was done in
our survey.) This open-endedness of the feedback helps provide a natural voice to all
opinions and lessens the likelihood of suppressing perspectives. This is in contrast to
traditional surveys, which force participants to choose from a predened set of answers.
Several question formats can be implemented, including agree-disagree dualities,
the short-answer format described above, quantitative rankings or categories (degree of
agreement or disagreement with the posed statement, etc.), and a free-response section
of nearly unlimited length. We included an unlimited-space free-response section for
comments outside the question structure, including reactions to the survey or the larger
consensus-building process itself. It has been our experience that these free responses
consistently capture important input from the stakeholders, but here we use unlimitedspace free-response data only to help us interpret and clarify other non-response entries.
When all the raw survey data has been entered into a database, responses to
individual questions are extracted by querying the database. These responses are
categorized—in this case, manually by the authors—and then the answers in the database are recoded. The categorization process is another critical component of this
method. Categorization of open-response data is a well-known challenge in the survey
tradition, and the sociological survey literature is full of discussion on the issues of
categorization and the validation of category sets. We do not have any special new
methods for addressing this important old problem. Several of the responses in our
survey could be categorized in more than one way (we return to this topic below).
Nevertheless, when we performed a few random validation checks in which two different groups developed the categories independently and then compared their results,
we found it surprisingly easy to reach stable categories. This holds as well for all of the
other surveys that we have conducted [12–14]. So, although one should never forget
that the conceptual structure extracted from the raw data is not unique, the resulting
categorization still has intersubjective validity provided the categorization is consistent.
It should be noted that this method can be implemented in such a way that the
responses are fully anonymous, even to those analyzing the raw data. This might be
desired when sensitive political issues are being discussed, for example, and a premium
is put on honest and open responses. However, if accountability and transparency are
more important, it is easy to track each individual’s input.
Articial Life Volume 9, Number 2
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2.3 Method for Analysis of Open-Response Results
We represent formally the data for the open-response questions as follows. Let N D
f1; : : : ; N g be the respondent population (stakeholders), Q D f1; : : : ; Qg be the set
of distinct open-response questions on the survey, and R D f1; : : : ; Rg be the set of
response categories determined for a given (open-response) question. Note that the
stakeholder’s answers are placed in these categories after the answers are categorized
as discussed in Section 2.2. Dene ¥ D .X1 ; : : : ; XN /, where X p D .xp;1 ; : : : ; xp;Q /
is the vector of the pth respondent’s answers to the Q survey questions. Further let
xp;q D .xp;q;1 ; : : : ; xp;q;R / be the vector containing the pth respondent’s answers to the
qth question. Thus, x p;q;r is the code for the number of times the pth respondent
answered with category r to question q. In other words, xp;q;r denes the number of
times the pth person picked category r under the general question q. Usually x p;q;r
is either 0 or 1, but it may happen that a stakeholder picks closely related aspects of
a single issue such that they all end up in the same category after the categorization
process and thereby yield a value higher then 1.
Perhaps the simplest analysis of these data consists of extracting the frequencies of
the different responses r to question q, which is given by
P

p xp;q;r
Fopen .q; r / D P P
p
r x p;q;r

which, once normalized, is plotted for each of the Q main questions. Secondly, we can
extract the pairwise correlations between the issues under each main question q. This
correlation is given by counting all pairs (2-tuples) of issues from each individual p
within the set of vectors xp;q . Every time person p responds with r1 and r2 for question
q, it is counted. The counter for the connection between issues r1 and r2 for question
q is given as
Copen.q; r1 ; r2 / D

X

I .x p;q;r1 ; x p;q;r2 /

p

where
I .xp;q;r1 ; xp;q;r2 / D

(
1
0

if x p;q ;r1 x p;q ;r2 6D 0
otherwise

These correlations can be used to dene the mind maps for the stakeholder group for a
particular question. Mind maps, in particular, demonstrate not only the distribution of
answers per category but also the interconnectivity of answer categories. For instance,
if a respondent included answers falling into categories 1, 5, 6, and 8 in response to a
given question, and if issues 1, 5, 6, and 8 are displayed as nodes in a graph, the fact
that the respondent grouped issues 1, 5, 6, and 8 together can be represented by links
among the nodes for those categories. Analogous information for other respondents can
be pooled in the same graph, with multiple instances of nodes or links from different
respondents being represented by the size of the node or link.
The full set of nodes and links for a given question constitutes a mind map for
that question. This is a map not of the minds of individual respondents but of the
aggregate “collective mind” (so to speak) of the group of respondents. Mind maps
directly represent two kinds of consensus among the respondents: the signicance
of individual issues (represented by the size of a node) and the connection between
issues (represented by the size of a link). Aggregating the nodes and edges into a
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collective mind map leads to the emergence of larger clusters of responses that illustrate
relationships among the issues raised by the group.
Our data could be given much more sophisticated statistical and graph-theoretic
analysis (both off-the-shelf and custom-made), but funding limited our exploration
of such methods. A more comprehensive discussion of such analysis methods is in
preparation [15]. However, the rst-order analyses described here illuminate signicant
trends in the collective perception of the articial life community.
Finally, the diagrams resulting from the analysis may be easily used to report the areas
of agreement and conict to the stakeholder group. New positions may be formed in
response to the results, and further clarication may be necessary, for example, through
a new iteration of the open-response survey. The diagrams and analyses provide
documentation for possible decisions based on stakeholder consensus, consent, and
conicts.

2.4 Method for Analysis of Multiple-Choice Results
We represent formally the data for the multiple-choice questions by a method that is
very similar to our representation of the open-response results. Again let N be the
number of respondents (stakeholders), and let Q be the number of distinct questions
on the survey. The formal structure of the data is as follows. Let Xp D .x p;1 ; : : : ; xp;Q /
be the vector of the pth respondent’s answers to survey questions 1 through Q. Let
x p;q be the value of the pth respondent’s answer to the qth question, where the valid
responses belong to the set f¡3; ¡2; ¡1; 0; 1; 2; 3g.
We present two kinds of analyses of this data. First, we plot the normalized frequency
of positive responses (a response x p;q is positive iff x p;q > 0) as follows:
P
pos
Fxed

DP

p

Spos .x p;q /

p [Spos .x p;q /

¡ Sneg.x p;q /]

where
(
Spos .xp;q / D

xp;q

if xp;q > 0

0

otherwise

Second, we plot the normalized frequency of negative responses (a response xp;q is
negative iff x p;q < 0) as follows:
P

neg

Fxed D ¡ P

i Sneg .xp;q /
.x
[S
p pos p;q / ¡ Sneg .x p;q /]

where
(
Sneg.xp;q / D

x p;q

if xp;q < 0

0

otherwise

For the xed-responses questions we plot both normalized frequencies for positive and
negative responses on the same graph. Note that responses where xp;q D 0 are not
analyzed.
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2.5 Problems with the Method
It is important to recognize two problems with the above-described method for building
consensus and clarifying conict. First, it is very hard to get people to give their input to
any survey, traditional or open-response. The Articial Life VII conference organizers
encouraged participation by e-mailing notices before the meeting and announcing the
survey several times during the conference (jokingly threatening to ban non-participants
from the conference banquet). The nal participation was about 30% (71 people out
of about 240 conference participants), which is typical for a survey with a convenience
sample (see discussion in the next section).
Second, as we mentioned above, there are inherent biases in our survey method. It
is challenging to categorize the responses. In addition to taking a non-trivial amount of
human time and effort, the analysts need substantial knowledge of the subject domain.
Furthermore, it is impossible to eliminate all bias in the formulation of the questions and
in the creation of the response categories. These biases can be mitigated if a diverse
subset of the stakeholders develops the questions and checks the categories.
3

The Arti cial Life VII Survey and Results

The web-based “looking backward, looking forward” survey at Articial Life VII consisted of three sections. The rst section collected demographic information about the
respondent. This information included such things as contact information, organization, title, activities, age, and gender (details might vary depending on specic project
requirements). The second section collected open-ended responses to questions about
articial life’s main successes and failures. This part of the survey is a concrete example of the web-based open-response method described above. The third section was
a traditional multiple-choice survey collecting responses about the prospect of creating
a professional society for the articial life community. A copy of the entire survey is
contained in Figures 13–16, collected at the end of this paper as an appendix.
The responses to the Articial Life VII open-response survey about scientic issues
facing the articial life community are categorized and plotted in histograms and mind
maps. While the histograms illustrate the most frequently mentioned categories of
answer for a given question, the mind maps provide insight into the connections among
the responses. The results in this section are organized by question. We represent the
results for each open-response question with both a histogram and a mind map.
Each circular node in a mind map represents a category of response to the question.
The thickness of the edge of a node is proportional to the number of responses in
that category, and the number within a node corresponds to the number of times this
category was listed by a respondent. If someone’s response to a question mentions
two nodes, a line (edge) connects them. The thickness of an edge is proportional to
the number of people who connected those two issues, and each edge is also labeled
with the number of people who make that connection. Thus the map gives a global
perspective of how the issues are related (correlated).
Since the 71 people who completed the survey represent about 30% of the population at Articial Life VII, the survey results are meaningful for the conference population.
However, we lack systematic information about who took the survey and why. Anecdotal explanations from several non-responding community members included such
comments as: “I don’t like lling out surveys,” “I did not have time to ll it out,” “Surveys are a waste of time,” and “What is the purpose of this feedback?” About half of
the feedback came from students and postdocs, and we would guess that the average
age of the respondents was less than the average age within the articial life community as a whole. In addition, the international articial life community consists of
many people (perhaps as many as a thousand) who did not attend Articial Life VII.
216
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Although roughly 5–10% of the survey responses came over the Web from people who
did not attend Articial Life VII, most articial life stakeholders who did not attend the
conference are not reected in our survey results. So we lack rm knowledge about
the biases affecting the survey results. This is a well-known feature of so-called convenience samples generated when survey respondents are self-selected, and it explains
why convenience samples fail to provide reliable grounds for formulating statistically
signicant predictions and conclusions [20]. Nevertheless, they can and do suggest the
lay of the land in the larger group containing the convenience sample.
In Section 3.1 we pool all survey respondents and analyze their open-ended responses about scientic issues. In Section 3.2 we analyze the open-ended responses
from the two major subpopulations within the articial life community: biologists and
computer scientists. In Section 3.3 we analyze the results from all respondents about
organizational issues.
3.1 Open-Response Results: Scienti c Issues
Figure 2 presents the survey responses to the question “What are articial life’s most
signicant accomplishments?” The histogram shows that the articial life community
believes that its most important accomplishments are bottom-up modeling (labeled
“Bottom-up” on the histogram and mind map, with 41 respondents) followed by sharpening the denition of life (“Def. Life,” 33 respondents). Looking at the mind map, we
see that these two responses are also strongly linked, with 14 respondents connecting
the two responses.
Some representative examples of open-ended responses of those who thought
“bottom-up modeling” was one of articial life’s most signicant accomplishments are:
“Showed utility of bottom-up modeling” (postdoc, complex systems), “Inspire new engineering practices” (director, computer science), “Exploring simple rules—complexity”
(professor, biology), and “Models of lifelike phenomena” (student, computer science).
These examples illustrate two interesting points: there is a tendency for the responders
to pick formulations from the already formulated examples (rst and fourth), and it
is not so easy to categorize some of the responses (fourth). “Models of lifelike phenomena” could perhaps equally well be placed in a category dened as “sharpen the
denition of life.” However, once one has decided how to categorize a given response,
it is important to make subsequent categorizations consistently. As will be clear from
the mind maps for this question and in the following, the categories that are difcult
to decide between will typically be highly correlated, and we see high connectivity in
the mind maps.
Some representative examples of open-ended responses of those who thought
“sharpen denition of life” was one of articial life’s most signicant accomplishments
are: “Sharpen denition of life, etc.” (student, biology), “Tries to nd a denition of life”
(student, computer science), “Sharpen the debate about what life is” (scientist, physics),
“Extraction and clarication of fundamental principles of life” (student, biology). Taken
together, these two categories of main accomplishments may be interpreted as agreement on the broader question of investigating “life as it could be” using simple, local
rules in computer simulations.
The next most important accomplishments of articial life, according to the survey, are the development of a better understanding of evolution (“Evolution,” 28 responses), the development of successful interdisciplinary collaborations (“Interdisciplinarity,” 27 responses), a better understanding of emergent phenomena (“Emergence,”
27 responses), and, lagging a little behind, attempting to understand life by creating
it (“Create,” 23 responses). Although the mind map connects almost every issue to
every other issue, these six most popular responses to the rst question dene the
dominating component in the mind map. This high degree of connectivity may also
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Figure 2. Responses to the question: What are arti cial life’s most signi cant accomplishments?

be interpreted as a reection of the highly interdisciplinary character of the research
activities in articial life.
The last two responses reected signicant accomplishments involving a variety of
specic engineering or entertainment applications (“Applications,” 14 responses) and
the development of quantitative measures for comparing natural and articial system
adaptation and evolution (“Quantify,” 6 responses).
Figure 3 depicts responses to the question “What are articial life’s most signicant
failures?” The histogram shows that the three most frequent responses were too little
theoretical or experimental grounding for the work done (“No rigor,” 45 responses),
no coherent agreement on which scientic problems the community should address
(“No direction,” 39 responses), and insufcient connection to other scientic elds
(“Unrelated,” 31 responses). The mind map shows a striking triangle of consensus
between these three response categories (19, 15, and 15 people connecting them).
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Figure 3. Responses to the question: What are arti cial life’s most signi cant failures?

With such a strong degree of consensus it should be easy to address these community
problems (see also the results in Figure 5).
Some other failures identied by the community, in descending order, are that articial life research is insufciently related to reality (“Unreal,” 23 responses), that it is
associated with too much hype (“Hype,” 17 responses), that no “killer” applications have
been developed within the eld (“Applications,” 10 responses), and that not enough
good publicity has come out about the community (“No publicity,” 7 responses).
The responses to the question “Which scientic issues or questions is it most important for articial life to address in the future?” are shown in Figure 4. Respondents
provided a wide range of answers, which perhaps is not surprising, since the question concerns the uncertain future rather than the much-discussed past. We needed to
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Figure 4. Responses to the question: What scienti c issues is it most important for arti cial life to address? The
large size of the map makes the text in the nodes very small. See text for details.
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create fteen response categories to capture the diversity of feedback to this question.
Nevertheless, the responses still show a signicant structure.
Looking rst to the histogram, we can see three groups of response frequencies.
The rst group consists of the single most frequent category of response: those who
thought open-ended evolution was the key issue to address (“Evolution,” 48 responses).
The second group consists of four responses: developing more theory to supplant the
current excessive ad hoc work in the community (“Theory,” 28 responses), developing a deeper understanding of life either through devising a better denition of life
(“Denition of life,” 24 responses) or by creating life (“Create life,” 20 responses), and
better understanding dynamical hierarchies (“Dynamical hierarchies,” 18 responses).
The third group consists of the remaining, least frequent response categories.
The mind map consists of many mostly weak connections between response categories. Since this question had a larger number of response categories, one would
expect more connections of lesser strength. Indeed, only a single connection achieved
a strength greater than 8, namely the connection between dening life and creating it.
Similarity of subject matter easily explains the close relationship between these distinct
topics.
The large group of low frequency responses includes quantitative measures of natural and articial evolution and adaptation (“Quantitative,” 10 responses), one or more
important applications (“Applications,” 9 responses), contributing to astrobiology (“Astrobiology,” 8 responses), clarifying the notion of emergence (“Emergence,” 7 responses), contributing to a better understanding of socio-technical and cultural phenomena (“Socio-tech-culture,” 7 responses), surmounting the computational barriers of
detailed bottom-up simulations (“Limitations,” 6 responses), ensuring and coordinating
good publicity (“Publicity,” 6 responses), addressing the social, ethical, and religious
issues associated with articial life activities (“Ethics,” 4 responses), and nally, making
intelligent humanlike “robots” (“Robots,” 1 response).
Summarizing the broad pattern in responses to this question, understanding openended evolution stands out as a clear grand scientic challenge. The next most important challenges are strengthening our theoretical foundation (recall that theory was
identied as a signicant weakness in Figure 3) and better understanding life and dynamical hierarchies. Since most of these issues were not strongly connected, we might
conclude that the community believes that they can be addressed relatively independently.
Figure 5 shows the responses to the question “What should articial life do to address
its most important scientic issues?” Increasing interdisciplinary collaboration is by far
the most frequent recommendation (“Collaboration,” 47 responses). The next most
frequent recommendations are to focus attention and effort on the scientically most
important issues (“Focus,” 33 responses; recall the previous two questions), to nd and
help create more funding for articial life research (“Funding,” 23 responses), to preserve the community’s historical “big tent” at meetings and the journal, welcoming and
valuing scientic diversity (“Big tent,” 16 responses), and to provide more signicant
theoretical and experimental foundations for research (“Theory,” 13 responses).
One can draw a number of tentative conclusions about articial life’s future from
these results. First, the mind map reinforces the central importance of involving theoretical and experimental collaborators from the established elds (chemistry, biology,
physics, etc.), because this is mainly what connects the other three dominant recommendations: scientic focus, external funding, and a big tent (although “Funding” and
“Focus” are also rather strongly connected, as one could expect). Second, focusing on
the key scientic issues is important to prevent diffuse, ill-dened, or frivolous activities
from draining momentum. The paper on key open problems [2] is one constructive
step toward sharpening this focus. Third, articial life faces signicant challenges when
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Figure 5. Responses to the question: How can arti cial life solve its most signi cant scienti c issues?

seeking research funding, since its activities are interdisciplinary but still loosely connected to traditional elds. So we need to develop strategies for making funding agencies aware of our strengths, perhaps by means of the newly established International
Society for Articial Life, and also by calling attention to the past successes that have
spun off from articial life and founded narrower, more easily identiable and fundable
research communities (evolutionary computing, genetic programming, etc.). Finally, as
we become more rigorous and focused, we need to encourage cross-disciplinary activities and reach out to new scientic partners.
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Figure 6. Comparison of how biologists and computer scientists responded to the question: What are arti cial life’s
most signi cant accomplishments?

3.2

Open-Response Results: Scienti c Issues for Biologists versus Computer
Scientists
Among the classes of elds to which respondents belonged, biology and computer
science were the largest: out of a total of 71 respondents, 35 said they were computer scientists and 16 said they were biologists. Despite the relatively small number
of respondents, it is interesting and instructive to compare responses from biologists
and computer scientists. Below we compare their responses to the four open-ended
response questions (discussed above).
The most salient difference between biologists and computer scientists on articial
life’s most signicant accomplishment is that they switch the top accomplishment (Figure 6). The biologists stress sharpening the denition of life, while computer scientists
think bottom-up modeling is the most important accomplishment. The frequencies
for the remaining response categories were roughly the same for both populations.
Nevertheless, the mind maps reveal subtle but signicant differences between them
(Figure 10). Biologists most strongly connect the denition of life with bottom-up
models, interdisciplinarity, and applications. Computer scientists most strongly connect bottom-up modeling with emergence and interdisciplinarity.
Biologists and computer scientists also switch the rank of articial life’s most signicant failure. Biologists stress lack of rigor, while computer scientists emphasize lack of
direction (Figure 7). Biologists also believe that insulation from other well-established
elds (“Unrelated”) was a signicant failure, while computer scientists judged this a
relatively minor failure. Finally, computer scientists viewed the lack of signicant applications as a minor failure, while biologists did not consider it a failure at all. Again
the mind map (Figure 10) reveals another interesting difference between the two populations. The biologists’ mind map is dominated by a single strong connection between
the lack of rigor and the lack of relation to traditional elds. The computer scientists’
mind map has an equally strong connection between the lack of rigor and the lack of
direction.
Biologists overwhelmingly view open-ended evolution to be articial life’s most
signicant scientic challenge (Figure 8), with creating life a distant second. Computer
scientists also think open-ended evolution is the most signicant scientic issue, but
this is followed closely by the denition of life, dynamical hierarchies, and stronger
theoretical foundations. Also note that the computer scientists’ list of signicant issues
is larger than the biologists’ list, probably partly due to their larger population size.
Larger population size is also reected in the computer scientists’ mind map being
“noisier” (Figure 10).
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Figure 7. Comparison of how biologists and computer scientists responded to the question: What are arti cial life’s
most signi cant failures?

Figure 8. Comparison of how biologists and computer scientists responded to the question: What scienti c issues
is it most important for arti cial life to address?

The largest difference between the biologists and computer scientists shows up in
their recommendations for how to make articial life thrive. Biologists overwhelmingly
think that focus on the key issues is crucial, while computer scientists overwhelmingly
choose interdisciplinary collaboration (Figure 9). The mind map indicates further signicant differences (Figure 10). Biologists connect focus with funding and with the
journal Articial Life. This might be interpreted as the suggestion that the journal
should foster a focus on the important issues, in order to increase research funding.
Biologists do not view interdisciplinary collaboration as crucial, perhaps because they
view themselves as experts on life and how to investigate it. The mind map for computer scientists has interdisciplinary collaboration at its center, connecting the four next
most important issues. One might venture the interpretation that collaboration is important for computer scientists because they recognize that, while they are not experts
on life, they have a methodology that can shed important light on life when properly
deployed.
3.3 Results on Organizational Issues
The maturation of new scientic communities often involves the formation of a professional society. Discussion about such a society had taken place at a number of
the conferences on articial life preceding Articial Life VII, and marked divisions had
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Figure 9. Comparison of how biologists and computer scientists responded to the question: How can arti cial life
solve its most signi cant scienti c issues?

surfaced at the previous year’s European Conference on Articial Life (ECAL’99) in Lausanne, Switzerland. Some people felt quite strongly that the future success of articial
life hinged on a professional society. Others felt equally strongly that the problems a
society would cure were imaginary or exaggerated, and that a society would generate
serious new problems. So the organizers of the ALife VII survey decided to air and
measure the nature and extent of the sentiment for and against a professional society
for the articial life community.
This part of the survey consisted of two multiple-choice questions. The rst asked
respondents to rank the desirability (from “most desired” to “least desired”) of a number
of possible functions of a professional society (another option was “no opinion”). The
following are the thirteen possible functions of the society that were listed under this
question:
1. A society could oversee the editorship of the journal Articial Life.
2. A society could automate the process of subscribing to Articial Life.
3. A society could provide discounted registration at articial life conferences.
4. A society could determine the location and timing of the articial life conferences.
5. A society could reduce the duplication of organizational support for articial life
conferences.
6. A society could provide startup funds for articial life conferences.
7. A society could advertise conferences and other events of interest to the articial
life community.
8. A society could oversee and manage a website for the articial life community.
9. A society could reduce the hype surrounding articial life and promote high
scientic standards for research.
10. A society could encourage support for articial life research by governmental
sources as well as private businesses.
11. A society could establish links with related professional societies.
12. A society could help students nd postdocs and jobs in academia and business.
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Computer Scientists

Figure 10. Comparison of mind maps for biologists (left) and computer scientists (right). The small size makes
the text in the nodes very small, but the important comparison is between the global structure in the mind maps.
The arrangement of nodes in each pair of biology-versus-computer-science mind maps is the same, and it exactly
corresponds to the arrangement of nodes in the corresponding mind maps in Figures 2–5. The mind map on the top
row corresponds to Figure 2, the next row to Figure 3, the next row to Figure 4, and the bottom row to Figure 5.
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13. A society could add professional legitimacy to articial life, especially for those
with professional positions in other elds.
This list of possible functions was intended to include the main purported benets of a
society emphasized in the articial life community’s previous discussions on the topic.
The second multiple-choice question asked respondents to rank the seriousness
(from “huge problem” to “no problem”) of a list of possible problems that might be
created by a professional articial life society (another option was “no opinion”). As
with the previous question, the options listed were intended to reect the main worries
that had emerged in previous discussions. The following are the six possible problems
that were listed under this question:
1. A society would perpetuate the eld after it is no longer useful.
2. The personal agendas of those running the society would dominate the eld.
3. A society would not respect or preserve the scientic diversity that has historically
characterized the articial life community.
4. A society would smother the creativity and openness provided by articial life’s big
tent.
5. Nobody (or nobody who is qualied) will want to do the work necessary to run
the society.
6. The articial life community does not need any more organization (“If it’s not
broken, don’t x it”).
Figure 11 summarizes the responses concerning the possible advantages of a professional society. The histogram suggests two main conclusions. First, there are many
perceived advantages of the society. Reducing hype is ranked highest, but it surpasses
providing professional legitimacy only slightly, and the frequency of the remaining
eleven possible advantages fall off slowly and gradually, with discounted registration
at articial life conferences having the lowest score. But even discounted registration
is viewed as quite desirable. Second, there is a strong degree of consensus about the
possible advantages of a society. Disagreement is reected as signicant values both
above and below the 0 line in the histogram. There is almost no sense that any of the
thirteen possible functions were undesirable.
Figure 12 summarizes the responses concerning the problems that a professional
society might create. Three main conclusions stand out from these results. The rst
concerns the articial life community’s worries about a professional society. Most
worrisome is the potential dominance of the personal agendas of those running the
society. Next most worrisome is that unqualied people would run the society. And
each of the other possible worries listed in the survey bothered a non-trivial number
of respondents. The second conclusion concerns what the community on balance
does not nd worrisome (indicated by the bar below the 0 line in the histogram). In
particular, the balance of the community does not worry so much that a professional
society would stie creativity, or that it would perpetuate the eld beyond its usefulness,
or that it would dampen the community’s scientic diversity. The third conclusion
concerns the degree of consensus about the pitfalls of a professional society. The
virtual unanimity about the benets of a society contrast with signicant disagreement
about the problems it might generate, with dampened diversity and dampened creativity
generating the most disagreement. Perhaps this lack of consensus explains the heated
disagreement about a professional society at ECAL’99.
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Figure 11. Responses on the desirability of possible functions of a professional arti cial life society. Above the 0 line
are shown those who thought a particular function was a desirable feature of a society. Below the 0 line are shown
those who thought the function was an undesirable feature of a society.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

We draw two kinds of conclusions from the Articial Life VII survey. One kind concerns what we can learn about web-based collective intelligence methods for clarifying
conicts and building consensus. The other kind concerns what we can learn about
articial life’s successes, failures, and future. We will discuss each in turn.
It is well known that groups with more than about a dozen members have a difcult
time functioning smoothly. How, then, are large and widely distributed stakeholder
communities to govern themselves and adapt effectively? Web-based collective intelligence methods can be part of the answer. The results of the Articial Life VII survey
demonstrate how such methods can help large, complex stakeholder groups to clarify
conicts and build consensus, mostly by providing a rather detailed and quantitative
“lay of the land.” The Web made it easy to aggregate an open-ended variety of stakeholder sentiments on key issues, and familiar data analysis tools such as mind maps
made it easy to visualize and analyze those aggregate opinions. Mirroring the results
back to the stakeholder group (as in this paper) closes the loop and enables group
opinion itself to reshape, adapt, and evolve as the group learns the dimensions of its
own harmony and discord.
The present experiment only hints at the full potential of these methods. These
methods could be applied to many other stakeholder groups. The methods could also
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Figure 12. Responses to the request to indicate the seriousness of possible problems created by a professional
arti cial life society. Above the 0 line are shown those who thought a particular problem was serious. Below the 0
line are shown those who thought the was not serious.

be extended and generalized in a number of ways, including the following:
1. The present study involved just one circuit of the collective intelligence process
(recall Figure 1), with the publication of this paper closing the loop by presenting
the results back to the stakeholder group. But the process could be iterated. For
example, after publishing these results, we could use them to craft a revised
open-ended survey with new questions that build on key lessons from the rst
survey (e.g., questions about how to implement the key recommendations that
emerged). This iterated application of open-ended collective methods could help
the group adapt quickly and intelligently.
2. The present study has just scratched the surface in analyzing the collected data;
much more could be done. In our survey it would be interesting, for example, to
compare the responses of those new to articial life and those who have been
involved from the 1980s. This is one area where further iterations of our survey
might be very illuminating. Furthermore, the data could be analyzed across the
different questions, and clusters in the articial life community could be identied.
There are many more sophisticated methods of statistical analysis, some of them
ready for immediate use off the shelf, and others that could be developed
specically for the case at hand. But application of more sophisticated analyses
might need to await the collection of new data drawn from an unbiased random
sample of respondents.
3. One of the main bottlenecks in the present survey process is determining how to
categorize open-ended responses and subsequently code them. A contextually
dened free-text language-parsing algorithm would enable this front end of the
survey to be automated, at least partially, and this would vastly increase the
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possible size of the stakeholder groups that could participate in the process. It is
probably desirable to have humans at least double-check the categories used to
code results. Random samples picked from the very large automatically categorized
results would probably identify most potential biases and errors introduced by
automated response categorization.
4. Currently all graphing and statistical analysis are done manually, but they could
also be automated. Automation would facilitate the rapid graphical representation
of survey results online, and eventually this analysis could even be done in real
time, for example with search capabilities to display different certain
subpopulations and the like.
Implementing proposals 3 and 4 would vastly multiply the power of these collective
intelligence methods. If the input were automatically categorized, analyzed, and displayed, one would immediately be rewarded with the group’s collective knowledge
upon completing the survey. Upon completing the survey, a stakeholder could immediately see how her or his data ts into the global picture. We expect that this way
of automating the process and making it more dynamic would signicantly increase
and enhance stakeholder participation. It would also facilitate the iterative process
suggested in proposal 1.
Turning to the specic results of the present survey, it is not surprising that the
articial life community’s biologists and computer scientists differ on the key scientic
issues facing articial life. But they largely agree about the community’s main successes,
its main failures, and where its future lies. There is a high degree of consensus in the
community as a whole about the main problems of the past. Fundamentally these
consist of three interrelated issues: insufcient scientic rigor, insufcient coherence of
scientic attention, and insufcient integration with traditional disciplines.
Articial life’s two main successes are viewed as the advent and development of
bottom-up modeling and sharpening the denition of life, followed by advancing our
understanding of the dynamics of evolution and of emergent phenomena and fostering
interdisciplinary research. The scientic issue thought most critically to need attention,
by an overwhelming margin, is open-ended evolution, followed by more attention
to theory and to synthesizing life and dynamical hierarchies. It is striking that each of
these issues was also highlighted in the paper on key open problems [2]. The four main
ways seen to address these key issues successfully are collaborations with traditional
disciplines, focusing on key scientic questions, developing more research funding,
and nurturing our big tent culture.
Finally, the whole community sees many advantages in a professional articial life
society, which can help coordinate our activities and thus enable us to better address
the issues above.
The community has already made progress on many of the issues highlighted by
this survey. For one thing, the key open problems paper [2] is already helping the
community focus on core scientic issues. This effect could be seen at Articial Life
VIII in Sydney, Australia. Many of papers at that conference explicitly connected their
contribution to those grand challenges, and the conference included a round-table discussion assessing progress on those challenges. In addition, the International Society
for Articial Life (ISAL) has now been created. Its membership is growing, as is the
range of functions it is providing for the articial life community. These functions include overseeing the journal Articial Life, overseeing the articial life conferences, and
creating and maintaining an ISAL website (http:==www.alife.org). ISAL is also helping
to build connections with other conferences in which articial life gures, with new
efforts to link to traditional conferences of related traditional disciplines (such as evo230
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lutionary biology and ecology). Though probably most of the articial life community
hopes for more from ISAL, its efforts to date are clearly a signicant step in a positive
direction. And the interest in joining ISAL’s Board of Directors expressed by over a
dozen people at Articial Life VIII is also promising. The key question now is how
ISAL can best focus the enthusiasm of the articial life community.
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Appendix
The entire survey is shown in Figures 13–16.

Figure 13. The  rst page of the Arti cial Life VII survey, giving a brief introduction to the three parts.
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Figure 14. The demographic information collected in the survey.
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Figure 15. The open-response component of the survey, which gathered information about arti cial life’s scienti c
successes, failures, open problems, and strategies for future success.
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Figure 16. The prede ned-option (multiple choice) component of the survey, which gathered information about the
pros and cons of a professional arti cial life society.
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